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Figure 1: Interleaving of multiple time-related behaviors of Chris

Analyzing usage logs of Apps is not a trivial task. In the realistic situation, the usage be-

havior of a user is very complicated because it may be a�ected by many factors, like weather,

location, friends, user preferences, and so on. However, even though there exists some uncer-

tainty on the usage of Apps, it can be observed that the execution of some Apps are highly

correlated to the time.

Example: Consider a participant whose name is Chris. As a professor, Chris has very

regular daily life. In Figure 1, the left-hand side shows the raw data of his usage logs. From

his logs, it can be observed that he has three main usage behaviors which are closely related

to time: first, he usually uses those some utility Apps to read the news, visit website, or check

mail and calendar while eating his breakfast about 8:00 am in the morning. Then, about

17:00 in the afternoon, he uses Phone App to call his wife to confirm whether he can take

their children from school and uses Google Latitude to check tra⇤c of the road network before

departing. Being at home in the evening, he uses Baseball App to play games and iTune to

listen to music for relaxing around 8:00 pm.

This observation motivates us to design a smart App prediction mechanism AppNow.

Given a specific time, the goal of AppNow is to predict a set of Apps that a user has high

intension to use only at this time. Such Apps called time-dependent Apps. To ease of presen-
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Figure 1: Interleaving of multiple time-related behaviors of Chris

show that the usage of Apps are highly dependent on human behavior. As a result, analysis

logs of Apps on smart phone o�ers an unique opportunity to discover a person’s behavior.

With the remarkable progress in hardware, including CPU and memory, the number of

Apps in a user’s phone keep growing. According to Wikipedia, there have been more than

350,000 available Apps and 10,000,000,000 downloads on the Apple App Store until February,

2011 [16]. In the past, Apps in a user’s phone performed only for some basic purposes,

such as calling and clock. Thus, the total number of them in a smart phone is usually less

than 10, as showed by the MIT’s Reality Mining project, a project to collect machine-sensed

environmental data pertaining to human social behavior from 2004 to 2005 [4]. By observing

from our dataset, we found that the average number of Apps of each user is about 70-80 and

that of some users even exceeds 150. This is show that the number of Apps on each user’s

smart phone increases significantly, as a result it is not always easy and convenient to pick out

the exact App that a user want at each moment. To deal with this problem, some users try to

set shortcuts on their desktops on their smart phones. Some others manually partition Apps

into serval user-defined categories or use the search widget directly. These approaches should

manually maintain one or more lists of APPs by users. However, in the realistic situation, the

usage behavior of a user is very complicated because it may be a�ected by many factors, like

weather, location, friends, user preferences, and so on. Thus, it is not practical for a user to

maintain lists of Apps that always fit his requirement at every moment. However, even though
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Discover personal semantic regions

Input:
- Geographic trajectories 
- App usage logs

Output:
- Personal semantic regions 

➡ Region
➡ geographic semantic
➡ behavior semantic
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given some location query. By answering these two typical 
questions, we can satisfy many information needs for the users in 
both their daily routines and trip planning. We show to put both 
location recommendation and activity recommendation together in 
our knowledge mining, since locations and activities are closely 
related in nature. Specifically, to model the relationship between 
the locations and the activities, we can construct a location-
activity matrix (details are given in Section 3.2), whose rows 
denote the locations and columns denote the activities. Each entry 
in this location-activity matrix is a rating showing how often an 
activity is performed in a location. Therefore, as shown in Figure 
2, we can see location recommendation given some activity query 
as ranking over the rows given some column, and activity 
recommendation as ranking over the columns given some row.  

 
F igure 2. I llustration for location & activity recommendations 

However, it is not easy to obtain such a complete location-activity 
matrix for location and activity recommendations from the raw 
GPS data due to the following reasons: 1) the ratings in such a 
location-activity matrix are not easy to get the raw GPS data with 
merely location coordinates and timestamps. Recall that a rating 
in the matrix denotes how often an activity is performed in a 
location, so we may need to know what each user did on that 
location to get a rating. The raw GPS data may not convey such 
information, so we have to find another way. We propose to use 
the possibly available comments provided by the users, which 
indicate what the user did on some locations, as shown in Figure 
1. But unfortunately, in practice the users usually do not provide 
many comments. For example, in our dataset which is collected 
from a Web-based GPS data management service for over 2.5 
years, we have 12,765 GPS trajectories, but only 530 comments 
and many of them were attached to some same popular locations. 
It means, many locations do not have any comments attached to 
them, so when we try to get the ratings from these comments, we 
may have many missing entries in the matrix. 2) Based on the 
previous reason, we can only get a very sparse location-activity 
matrix (e.g. in our dataset, we have less than 0.6% entries with 
non-missing values), so it is difficult to do recommendations with 
such limited information. We suggest exploiting other additional 
information on the locations and activities, and use it to alleviate 
the data sparsity. Nevertheless, what kind of information we 
should extract? How can we incorporate it with the location-
activity matrix to do recommendations? These are non-trivial 
questions.  

In this paper, based on the GPS history data, including location 
information (i.e. coordinates and timestamps) and some available 
user comments, we develop a system to provide both location and 
activity recommendations. We achieve this goal by exploiting 
various useful information sources, i.e. meaningful location 
features and activity-activity correlations, and using them by 
collaborative filtering with the sparse location-activity matrix to 
do recommendations. Our collaborative location and activity 
recommendation (CLAR) model is based on collective matrix 
factorization to propagate information among the two additional 
information sources and the sparse location-activity matrix, so 
that we can collaboratively predict the missing entries in the 

location-activity matrix for recommendations. Our work is a step 
towards associating the locations and the activities to boost the 
location-based services on the Web by using mobile data. The 
contributions of this paper lie in three aspects: 

� We put forward a new problem for collaborative location 
and activity recommendations based on the GPS history 
data, so that we can provide more specific recommendations 
with location or activity constraints. 

� We propose to exploit location features and activity-activity 
correlations for collaborative filtering, so as to address the 
data sparsity problem of the GPS histories. We also show 
how to well incorporate this additional information with the 
incomplete location-activity matrix in a collective matrix 
factorization model for final recommendations. 

� We evaluate our system using a large GPS dataset, which 
was collected by 162 users over a period of 2.5 year in the 
real world. The number of GPS points is around 4 million 
and its total distance was over 139,310 kilometers. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
gives an overview of our system. Section 3 introduces the data 
modeling for location-activity matrix generation, location feature 
and activity-activity correlation extraction. Section 4 details our 
collaborative filtering model which takes the previous three pieces 
of information as inputs. In Section 5, we report on major 
experimental results and offer some discussions. In Section 6, we 
survey the related works. In Section 7, we draw our conclusions 
and present the future work.  

2. O V E R V I E W O F O UR SYST E M 
In this section, we first clarify some terms used in this paper. 
Then, we briefly introduce the architecture of our system and 
demonstrate the application scenarios of our system. 

2.1 Preliminary 
First, we will clarify some terms, including GPS trajectory (Traj), 
stay point (s) and stay region (r). 
Definition 1. GPS trajectory: A user�s trajectory Traj is a 
sequence of time-stamped points: ���� = ��0,�1,� , ���, where a 
GPS point � = (� , � , �), �0 �  < �,(with � (  as a timestamp 
(� < �+1), and (� , �) as the two-dimension coordinates. In the 
right part of Figure 3, we show a trajectory consisted of 7 GPS 
points. 

 
F igure 3. GPS trajectory and stay point 

Definition 2. Stay point: A stay point s is a geographical region 
where a user stayed over a time threshold ��  within a distance 
threshold of �� . Denote ���(� ,�� )  as the geospatial distance 
between two points �  and �� , and 	��(� ,�� )=(|� . � � �� . �� | as 
their time interval. In a user�s trajectory, s is characterized by a set 
of consecutive points 
 = ��� , ��+1,� , ���, where �� <  � �, 
������ ,�� � �� ,������ ,��+1� > ��  and 	��(�� , ��) � �� . 
Hence, a stay point � = (�, �, �� , ��), where 

�. � = � � . ��
=� �
�� ,  �. � = � � .��

=� �
�� ,              (1) 
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p5

p6

p7

a stay point s
p1

P2

       Latitude,    Longitude,   Arrival Timestamp
p1:    39.975,      116.331,         9/9/2009 17:54
p2:    39.978,      116.308,         9/9/2009 18:08
         �
pK:    39.992,      116.333,       9/12/2009 13:56

a GPS trajectory

15Zheng, et. at. “Mining Interesting Locations and Travel Sequences From GPS Trajectories.” ,WWW (2009)

A stay point s can detected from consecutive GPS 
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given some location query. By answering these two typical 
questions, we can satisfy many information needs for the users in 
both their daily routines and trip planning. We show to put both 
location recommendation and activity recommendation together in 
our knowledge mining, since locations and activities are closely 
related in nature. Specifically, to model the relationship between 
the locations and the activities, we can construct a location-
activity matrix (details are given in Section 3.2), whose rows 
denote the locations and columns denote the activities. Each entry 
in this location-activity matrix is a rating showing how often an 
activity is performed in a location. Therefore, as shown in Figure 
2, we can see location recommendation given some activity query 
as ranking over the rows given some column, and activity 
recommendation as ranking over the columns given some row.  
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However, it is not easy to obtain such a complete location-activity 
matrix for location and activity recommendations from the raw 
GPS data due to the following reasons: 1) the ratings in such a 
location-activity matrix are not easy to get the raw GPS data with 
merely location coordinates and timestamps. Recall that a rating 
in the matrix denotes how often an activity is performed in a 
location, so we may need to know what each user did on that 
location to get a rating. The raw GPS data may not convey such 
information, so we have to find another way. We propose to use 
the possibly available comments provided by the users, which 
indicate what the user did on some locations, as shown in Figure 
1. But unfortunately, in practice the users usually do not provide 
many comments. For example, in our dataset which is collected 
from a Web-based GPS data management service for over 2.5 
years, we have 12,765 GPS trajectories, but only 530 comments 
and many of them were attached to some same popular locations. 
It means, many locations do not have any comments attached to 
them, so when we try to get the ratings from these comments, we 
may have many missing entries in the matrix. 2) Based on the 
previous reason, we can only get a very sparse location-activity 
matrix (e.g. in our dataset, we have less than 0.6% entries with 
non-missing values), so it is difficult to do recommendations with 
such limited information. We suggest exploiting other additional 
information on the locations and activities, and use it to alleviate 
the data sparsity. Nevertheless, what kind of information we 
should extract? How can we incorporate it with the location-
activity matrix to do recommendations? These are non-trivial 
questions.  

In this paper, based on the GPS history data, including location 
information (i.e. coordinates and timestamps) and some available 
user comments, we develop a system to provide both location and 
activity recommendations. We achieve this goal by exploiting 
various useful information sources, i.e. meaningful location 
features and activity-activity correlations, and using them by 
collaborative filtering with the sparse location-activity matrix to 
do recommendations. Our collaborative location and activity 
recommendation (CLAR) model is based on collective matrix 
factorization to propagate information among the two additional 
information sources and the sparse location-activity matrix, so 
that we can collaboratively predict the missing entries in the 

location-activity matrix for recommendations. Our work is a step 
towards associating the locations and the activities to boost the 
location-based services on the Web by using mobile data. The 
contributions of this paper lie in three aspects: 

� We put forward a new problem for collaborative location 
and activity recommendations based on the GPS history 
data, so that we can provide more specific recommendations 
with location or activity constraints. 

� We propose to exploit location features and activity-activity 
correlations for collaborative filtering, so as to address the 
data sparsity problem of the GPS histories. We also show 
how to well incorporate this additional information with the 
incomplete location-activity matrix in a collective matrix 
factorization model for final recommendations. 

� We evaluate our system using a large GPS dataset, which 
was collected by 162 users over a period of 2.5 year in the 
real world. The number of GPS points is around 4 million 
and its total distance was over 139,310 kilometers. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
gives an overview of our system. Section 3 introduces the data 
modeling for location-activity matrix generation, location feature 
and activity-activity correlation extraction. Section 4 details our 
collaborative filtering model which takes the previous three pieces 
of information as inputs. In Section 5, we report on major 
experimental results and offer some discussions. In Section 6, we 
survey the related works. In Section 7, we draw our conclusions 
and present the future work.  
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In this section, we first clarify some terms used in this paper. 
Then, we briefly introduce the architecture of our system and 
demonstrate the application scenarios of our system. 
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right part of Figure 3, we show a trajectory consisted of 7 GPS 
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[11] X. Cao, et. al. “Mining Significant Semantic Locations From GPS Data,” PVLDB (2010)

Adopt SEM-CLS method [11]

1. Split
split cluster contains different 
geographic semantic

2. Merge
merge similar clusters

pattern for each region.

5.1 Geographic Semantic Enhancement

Given regions of interest discovered from the user’s trajectories, we aim at extracting the

geographic semantics in the regions from their spatial relation with points of interest of geo-

graphical information database. One idea is to apply a reverse geocoder and fetches the POIs

for each ROI candidates by external APIs (Google Place). The result returns for a candidate

includes the street address and the corresponding POIs of the address. When the ROI candi-

dates in a region of interest are mapped to the same address, the geographic semantic of the

region can be extract from the POI.

However, a region may contain different semantic locations since the ROI candidates in the

region cloud have different semantics. To enhance the semantic purity of ROI, we adopt the

SEM-CLS (semantics-enhanced clustering) method in [11]. The method involves two steps:

split and merge. In the split step, we call external APIs to obtain the street address and the

semantic of ROI candidates. If the ROI candidates in a ROI have different semantics, we split

the region since it may contain multiple semantic locations. In the merge step, we merge the

ROIs that may represent the same semantic locations. In order to determine when to merge

two ROIs,each ROI is represented by a three-tuple (tae, tas,
−−−→
Seml) of features: the average stay

entry time tae, which is the average starting time of all the ROI candidates; the average stay

duration tas, which is the average duration of all the ROI candidates; and the semantic list

vector
−−−→
Seml, which contains all the semantics that may apply to the ROI candidates. If two

close ROIs exhibit the similar patterns, the two ROIs are possibly the same. We compute the

similarity of two ROIs based on the features summary of the ROIs. The vector space model

is used to compute the similarity between two ROIs R1 and R2 as follows:

Sim(R1, R2) =

−−−→
Seml1 ·

−−−→
Seml2

∥
−−−→
Seml1 ∥∥

−−−→
Seml2 ∥

+
min(tae1, tae2)

max(tae1, tae2)
+

min(tas1, tas2)

max(tas1, tas2)
(6)

The similarity of the average stay duration is computed as the smaller one divided by the

larger one, and the same is done for the average entry time.
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Behavior Semantic Extraction(1/2)
Location Dependency Measurement

23

H(L)

Location dependent

Non-location dependent

H (L | Appi ) = − P(Lj ) * log2 P(Lj )
j=1

|L |

∑

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5

App1 10 10 10 10 10
App2 1 5 1 0 0
App3 7 7 7 0 0

H (L | APP1) = −5 *
10
50
* log2(

10
50
) = 2.32

H (L | APP2 ) = −
5
7
* log2(

5
7
) − 2 * 1

7
* log2(

1
7
) = 1.15

H (L | APP3) = −3*
7
21
* log2(

7
21
) = 1.58



Behavior Semantic Extraction(2/2)
App Usage Pattern
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AF − ILFi, j = AFi, j * log2(
L

{l :Appi ∈L}
)

AFi, j =
ni, j

nk , j
k=1

Lj

∑
Application Frequency:

Application Frequency-
Inverse Location Frequency

Application Frequency- 
Relative Location Frequency

Ranking functions:

AF − RLFi, j = AFi, j *
ni, j
ni,q

q
∑

Definition: 
An App usage pattern ΓL is a ranking list of top K 
representative Apps on location L
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Ranking Function: Application Frequency
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Ranking Function: AF-ILF
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Ranking Function: AF-RLF

AF − RLF1,2 =
10
22
* 10
10 *5

= 0.09

AF − RLF2,2 =
5
22
* 5
1+ 5 +1

= 0.162

AF − RLF3,2 =
7
22
* 7
7 * 3

= 0.106

AF − RLFi, j = AFi, j *
ni, j
ni,q

q
∑

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5

App1 10 10 10 10 10
App2 1 5 1 0 0
App3 7 7 7 0 0

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5

App1 0.111 0.09 0.111 0.2 0.2
App2 0.008 0.162 0.008 0 0
App3 0.13 0.106 0.13 0 0
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Experiment

Personal Semantic Region Discovery
• Dataset
• Setting
• Case Study
‣ comparison between different users

• App usage pattern
‣ comparison between ranking function
‣ impact of parameter

• Region extraction 
‣ comparison between SDC and SP
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Experiment: Dataset

track 14 users over 10 months
use subset of 10 users during 2010-07 to 2010-12Dataset:
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Experiment: Dataset

Behavior Semantic App Category

COMMUNICATION Communication

OFFICE Finance, Business, Productivity, 
Tools, Personalization

LEISURE

Entertainment, Games, 
Photograph, Media & Video, 
Music & Audio, Books & 
Reference, News & Magazine

OUTDOOR
Social, Transportation, Travel & 
Local, Weather, Health & Fitness, 
Shopping, Sports

track 14 users over 10 months
use subset of 10 users during 2010-07 to 2010-12
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Experiment: Setting

Region extraction: 
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Experiment: Setting

Region extraction: 
‣Parameters:

• minimum stay duration (Period) > 15 minutes 
• minimum number of stay (MinSR) = 3
• maximum distance (dh) = 400 meters
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Experiment: Setting

Region extraction: 

‣Result:
3446 ROI candidates and 92 ROIs 
from 0.3 million location points

‣Parameters:
• minimum stay duration (Period) > 15 minutes 
• minimum number of stay (MinSR) = 3
• maximum distance (dh) = 400 meters
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Experiment: Setting

Region extraction: 

Semantic Annotation:
‣Parameters:

• App usage pattern size (K) = 3

‣Result:
3446 ROI candidates and 92 ROIs 
from 0.3 million location points

‣Parameters:
• minimum stay duration (Period) > 15 minutes 
• minimum number of stay (MinSR) = 3
• maximum distance (dh) = 400 meters
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Experiment: Case Study
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Experiment: Case Study1
5
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4

Personal  ROIs  of User U7
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Figure 12: Case study of user U3 and user U7

Region User U3 User U7

App Usage Pattern
AF-RLF

App Usage Pattern
AF-RLF

Score Score
ℓ1 PATS (Travel & Local) 0.023 GoogleMap (Travel & Local) 0.052

NubiNews (News & Magazine) 0.017 Fxcamera (Photograph) 0.049
FriendStream (Social) 0.004 AngelPiano (Games) 0.044

ℓ2 Album (Media & Video) 0.013 Facebook (Social) 0.035
Skype (Communication) 0.01 Calendar (Productivity) 0.023

Skype (Communication) 0.017
ℓ3 Clock (Tools) 0.036 MMS (Communication) 0.027

NubiNews (News & Magazine) 0.018 Calendar (Productivity) 0.025
Facebook (Social) 0.017 Bump (Social) 0.023

ℓ4 NubiNews (News & Magazine) 0.045 SkyMap (Books & Reference) 0.015
FriendStream (Social) 0.014 Bubbles (Games) 0.009

Naruto (Games) 0.008

Table V: App usage patterns on common regions

by referring the geographic semantic of the region, the common region can be identified. The

App usage patterns (K = 3) on the four common regions are presented in Table V. Each

App in a App usage pattern can vote its score to the behavior semantic corresponding to the

category of the App. After voting, the behavior semantic can be determined by comparing

the summation score. Take the behavior semantic of user U3 on ℓ1 as an example, PATS is

belong to Travel&Local, so it votes its score 0.023 to OUTDOOR, and NubiNews votes 0.017

to LEISURE, and FriendStream votes 0.004 to OUTDOOR, respectively. As a result, the

behavior semantic in this example is OUTDOOR.

The personal semantics of user U3 and user U7 on four common regions are presented in

30

(K=3) (K=3)

Region Geographic Semantic
Behavior Semantic

User U3 User U7

ℓ1 Hsinchu Train Station OUTDOOR LEISURE
ℓ2 NTHU night market LEISURE OUTDOOR
ℓ3 NCTU Campus WORK COMMUNICATION
ℓ4 JinShan st. LEISURE LEISURE

Table VI: Personal Semantics on common regions

Table VI. Obviously, in a common region (like ℓ1,ℓ2 or ℓ3) with the same geographic semantic,

different users could have different behaviors even there are only four types of user behaviors.

Moreover, if we investigate the App usage pattern on the region (ℓ4) where both users have

the same behavior type, the Apps they used are much different. In ℓ4, user U3 prefer to

read news, while user U7 prefers to play games. Thus, to extract the personal semantic, not

only the geographic information but the user behavior should be considered. Experimental

evaluation of the effectiveness of extracting personal semantic is discussed in the following.

6.3 Effectiveness of App Usage Pattern

On each personal ROI, our system will find the App usage patterns on the ROI. To evaluate

the effectiveness of our methods, we randomly select records of location dependent Apps on

each region as representative Apps. Each method to be testified will provide a ranking list of

Apps. If the representative App is in the ranking list, the method can provide the behavior

semantic for the region. We take precision and nDCG as our performance metrics. Here, pre-

cision is used to evaluated how many Apps we predicted are exact the representative Apps.

It is formulated as the number of correct predictions divided by the number of representative

Apps. Moreover, to measure the effectiveness of a representative App, the validation is tested

by the Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG), which is a well-known measure of

effectiveness of a Web search engine algorithm. The premise of nDCG is that representative

Apps appearing lower in the ranking list should be penalized. Its value is reduced logarithmi-

cally proportional to the position of the list. For a transaction that the representative App is

at position p, the value of nDCG is computed as:

DCGp =
p!

i=1

2reli − 1

log2(1 + i)
, nDCGp =

DCGp

IDCGp
(13)

, where IDCG is an ideal DCG with the value 1.
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Experiment: App Usage Pattern
Measurements

‣User verification: 

➡Yes, No Idea, No
Ask user whether this App is a representative App?
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Experiment: App Usage Pattern
Measurements

‣User verification: 

➡Yes, No Idea, No
Ask user whether this App is a representative App?

Assume “Yes” Apps are the representative Apps.

‣ Measurement:
Because each representative App usage record can represent for user 
behavior, we random select “Yes” App records in the region and examine 
whether we can find it in the App usage pattern. 

-Precision: 

-nDCG: DCGK =
2reli −1
log2(1+ i)i=1

K

∑ ,nDCGK =
DCGK

IDCGK

{"Yes" App in App usage pattern}
{"Yes" App record}



• Compare effectiveness of ranking functions:
‣ranking functions

-Frequency
-AF-ILF
-AF-RLF
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Experiment: App Usage Pattern



• Compare effectiveness of ranking functions:
‣ranking functions

-Frequency
-AF-ILF
-AF-RLF
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Experiment: App Usage Pattern

• Investigate impact of App usage pattern size (K)
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Experiment: App Usage Pattern
Comparison between ranking functions

AF-RLF dominates other two approaches

K=6
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Experiment: App Usage Pattern
Impact of App usage pattern size (K)
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Precision and nDCG increase when the size of list increase
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• Compare hit ratio of our method (SDC) with Stay Point (SP)
‣Hit ratio: ratio of photos inside discovered region

Table 1. Dataset of each activity in California

Activity # Trajectory # Photo
Hiking 3839 33065
Road Biking 5032 11968
Walking 955 4685

We evaluate the experiment with real dataset from EveryTrail [5] in Cali-
fornia. Each data includes an labelled activity trail (a trajectory) and a set of
photos with geographic information where are taken by user. We assume the
ground truth that location with photo is where the activity happen at. Each
photo represents a interesting of the user (photo taker) and each region contain-
ing the photos can be considered as a interesting (semantic) region. Three kind
of activity (Hiking, Road Biking, Walking) in California are selected. The major
difference between each activity is the average speed (Road Biking > Walking
> Hiking). Table 1 shows the total number of trajectories and photos for each
activity.

4.1 Evaluation of Semantic Regions

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of semantic region discovery, we compare
the semantic region coverage of SDC with that of SP under varying conditions.
A semantic region coverage is measured as the hit ratio of the photos enclosed
by discovered region to total photos for each activity. We set SDC parameters as
follows: the partition smoothing parameter Fold = 3, the density threshold ξ =
0.02 for all datasets. There are two parameters setting for SP: distance and time
thresholds. For comparison with SP fairly, the dynamic size of a sematic region
is constrained as a fixed size of SP. Thus, We set various distance thresholds
(100, 200, 300 meters) of stay point as the radius of the region around stay point
and also as the radius around mean point discovered via SDC. In additional, we
compare above regions of fixed size with the regions of dynamic size discovered
via SDC. The time threshold of SP is set as the period of activity for SDC and
varied from 5 minutes to 30 minutes.

For each activity, in Figure 6, the hit ratio of our method is much higher
than that of SP. As expected, SDC shows the coverage of discovered region
with dynamic size is better than that with fixed size while the average size (the
size number marked with SDC curve in Figure 6 ) is smaller than the fixed
size, especially in datasets of slow-speed activity (Hiking and Walking). The
reason is our method can vary the covering shape and size of discovered region
according to the physically passed region. Besides, the hit ratio is much lower in
high-speed activity than in low-speed activity, since the semantic region is much
harder to be obtained when the activity has higher average speed and has many
sudden changes of direction or speed. These results prove that using SDC for
semantic region discovery is obviously more precise than using SP under different
average speed. Another observation demonstrates that hit ratio decreases when

Dataset of three activities in California from Everytrail
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Experiment: Region Extraction



(Hiking)

(Walking)

(Biking)Fixed distance:
    SP:    Stay Point
    SDC: Sequential Density Clustering
Variable distance: 
    SDCDyna: SDC under dynamic range

Experiment: Region Extraction
Comparison between SDC and SP
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Experiment: Region Extraction
Comparison between SDC and SP
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Better performance even 
under smaller range
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 Exploring App usage patterns for discovering personal semantic regions
 

 Develop a framework of mining personal semantic regions
‣ Propose sequential density clustering to discover regions of interests
‣ Propose ranking list to extract representative Apps

-Frequency (Application Frequency)
-AF-ILF  (Application Frequency-Inverse Location Frequency)
-AF-RLF (Application Frequency-Relative Location Frequency)

 Experiment shows our method is more accurate 
 than existing schemes (stay points).
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Conclusion



Thank You


